Assembly Instructions for the

Water Storage System and Accessories
Bottle Buddy is a registered trademark of Tailor Made Products, Inc.

• Important: The Bottle Buddy is designed to be
used on a ﬁrm, level surface. It is not designed to
be used for storing bottled water on trucks or other
moving vehicles.

Easy Pour Spout
and Adapters

Please read ALL instructions before assembling.
1. Select the correct adapter size from the chart below.
Each Case Contains:
Pouring Spout x 1
Adapters x 4

2. Tighten the adapter to your water bottle by turning
clockwise on the bottle neck. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.

(a.)

3. Once the adapter is secure to the bottle, attach the
Bottle Buddy Easy Pour Spout.

stop

a. Rinse spout in hot water before using.
b. Place bottle vertically on flat surface and remove any
cap from the bottle.

Adapter A:

48 mm bottle

Adapter B:

51 mm bottle

Adapter C:

58 mm bottle

Adapter D:

57 mm bottle

c. Loosen the collar on the spout by turning the bottom of
the spout counterclockwise while holding firmly onto
the top of the spout. *Do not force past stop (figure a.)

(b.)

d. Place spout onto water bottle neck, pushing down until
securely over the threads.
e. While holding top of spout firmly, turn the bottom
portion clockwise to close and secure the spout onto
the water bottle. *Do not over tighten (figure b.)

(c.)

f. Check for correct fit and no leakage.
g. Place the bottle onto the system for dispensing
(figure c.)
h. Rotate bottle so spout release tabs are facing upwards
(figure d.)

(d.)

Tailor Made Products, Inc. Bottle Buddy® Water Storage System and Accessories Warranty
For the period of three years from the date of purchase, if the Bottle Buddy bottled water storage system or any accessory item proves defective in
materials or workmanship during normal use by the purchaser of the product, Tailor Made Products, Inc. will arrange for replacement or repair.
To receive repair or replacement, either return the defective part to the outlet where purchased or call Customer Service toll free at 800-932-8227 or
at 608-350-1664 or email details to customer.service@tmadeproducts.com to arrange to have the product returned to us. Tailor Made Products, Inc.
reserves the right to request proof of purchase with any such return.
This warranty does not cover product abuse, modiﬁcation, failure to adhere to the accompanying instructions, improper operation or misuse, and
excludes shipping and handling charges.
TAILOR MADE PRODUCTS, INC. SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER.

www.tmadeproducts.com
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phone: 608-350-1664
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